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PART I: ERLC BOARD
November 2013 - Message from Board Chairperson
The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium continues to be a professional development leader in
Alberta, providing relevant, quality professional development to administrators, teachers, staff and
parents in support of our:



Mission - Partners in Adult Learning for Students’ Sake
Vision - As an advocate for quality professional development and as a service provider, ERLC
works with its partners to develop, implement and assess professional development programs
and comprehensive plans that support adult learning for students’ sake.

The region can be proud of the model approaches to professional development that highlight
innovations, focus on student centered teaching strategies, embed technology as an educational tool,
strengthen promising practices, build leadership capacity, and facilitate the vision as illustrated in
Inspiring Education: Dialogue with Albertans. Our professional development has been provided by
staff from our member jurisdictions as well as by national and international experts in a range of
education and leadership-related disciplines. The breadth and depth of these presentations is a
testament to the ERLC team and its jurisdiction members’ commitment to bring the highest quality,
current research-based expertise to their stakeholders.
Partnership is a key value for the ERLC Board. To that end, the Board is represented by the College
of Alberta School Superintendents (CASS), Alberta Teachers’ Association (ATA), Association of
School Business Officials of Alberta (ASBOA), Alberta School Boards Association (ASBA), Faculty of
Education, University of Alberta, Alberta Education (AB Ed), and Alberta Schools Councils’
Association (ASCA). Each Board member brings a unique perspective to professional development,
thus ensuring ERLC’s offerings truly represent and meet the needs of the people we serve.
On behalf of the Board, I want to take this opportunity to thank and commend our Executive Director
Val Olekshy for her outstanding collaborative work in leading ERLC. She collaborates effectively with
ERLC’s partner organizations to ensure the many voices of education are not only heard, but also
represented at the Board table and beyond. Thank you as well to the ERLC team who ensure a high
standard of planning and delivery of learning opportunities for our region.
I am concluding my term on the ERLC board after 5 years. It has been a great learning opportunity
due to the focus on developing staff capital (for students’ sake) with like minded educators/community
leaders. The dialogue with Alberta Education about the role of the consortium has furthered my
commitment to the model and I will continue to be an advocate for the organization that so effectively
supports our regional professional development needs.
Lastly, I offer my thanks to the education stakeholders who believe in the value of Consortium work.
We are ‘Partners in Adult Learning for Students’ Sake’ and will continue to create the structure in
which we can collaborate. We remain committed to being a highly responsive and responsible
Consortium.
Yours truly,

Michelle Brennick
Board Chair 2012-2013
CASS Representative
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2012-2013
Board Members:
College of Alberta School Superintendents (Board Chair)
Faculty of Education University of Alberta
Association of School Business Officials of Alberta
Alberta Teachers’ Association – Staff Representative
Alberta Teachers’ Association – Teacher Representative
Alberta Teachers’ Association – Principal Representative
Alberta Education
Alberta School Councils’ Association
Alberta School Boards Association

Michelle Brennick
Olenka Bilash
Tracy Meunier
Mark Yurick
Amy Sydlowski
Christine Romanko
Heidi Dempsey
Tracy Kaley
Rosaleen McEvoy

ERLC Team:
Executive Director
Implementation Support Coordinator
Implementation Support Coordinator
Implementation Support Coordinator
Office Coordinator
Accounting Coordinator
Program Coordinator
Program Coordinator

Val Olekshy
Harry Wagner
Terri Reid
Siobhan Murphy
Denise Kay
Margaret Savage
Claudine Cortes
Trish Vergo
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PART II: MESSAGE FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Budget restraint and shifting focus with the conclusion of AISI were two factors that affected
professional learning resources this year and stimulated conversation around different ways of
doing things. In opportunities for dialogue (most often at Advisory Committee meetings) school
authority leaders were asked the question – “What matters most?”….in relation to professional
learning…
What Matters Most?






“What Matters Most”?

Relevant, supportive of current research/trends,
multiple initiatives
Developing teacher leadership, supporting
instructional leaders
Inquiry-based learning, differentiated professional
learning, blended learning in multi-formats (e.g.
face to face - online)
Price, supports for Job Embedded
Connects to student learning and to multiple
initiatives
Collaboration and capacity building across
schools and districts by facilitation of teacher
networking.

The work of ERLC is based on listening to multiple stakeholders; School authorities voice, Alberta
Education grant deliverables, ERLC Board representatives, previous experiences, current
literature all aligned within the current Alberta/region context. The focus will continue to be on
“Connecting the Dots” in providing high quality, efficient, relevant and effective professional
learning opportunities. As I reflect on the year and all those that guided and informed our work, it
is my perspective of the data that we continue to lack emphasis on implementation planning. We
will continue to provide professional learning leadership to address this agenda with an aim
towards measuring impact of the collective efforts we are pursuing to support teacher capital. We
know that it is not acceptable to measure impact unless we have a well developed
implementation plan – with all the essential conditions in place. I look forward to continuing to
connect the dots with everyone I have the pleasure of working for and with in responding to the
inquiry before us - measuring impact of “adult learning for students sake”.
Professional thanks to everyone that makes ERLC work! The ERLC Board who govern and
advocate for the work on the consortium and role of the executive director – thanks! A “shout
out” to board chair Michelle Brennick – representing CASS from her position as deputy
superintendent at Northern Gateway. Michelle has been a tireless advocate for the consortium
model and after 5 years as board chair will move onto other leadership learning opportunities.
Many thanks Michelle. Many thanks to the ERLC team who work to connect dots daily based on
the important role they play as program coordinator, accounts, implementation support facilitators
and office coordinator. The work of ERLC would not be as successful, as the data represents,
without our team.

Val Olekshy,
Executive Director
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PART III: ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT
The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium Annual Report for the 2012-2013 school
year was prepared under the direction of the Board of the Edmonton Regional Learning
Consortium and in accordance with the reporting requirements provided by Alberta
Education.
The results of this report are used, to the best of the ERLC’s ability, to fulfill the mission,
Partners in Adult Learning for Students’ Sake and the Vision: As an advocate for quality
professional development and as a service provider, ERLC works with its partners to
develop, implement and assess professional development (PD) programs and
comprehensive
plans
that
support
adult
learning
for
students’
sake.

Michelle Brennick
Board Chair
Zone 3 CASS Representative,
December 3, 2013

Val Olekshy
Executive Director

PART IV: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
In the 2012-2013 school year the Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium operated with
one Executive Director, three Implementation Support Coordinators (2.6 FTE), and four
administrative support positions. The ERLC connected with 11 different Advisory
Committees and contacts from the districts to which service is predominately provided.
Aspen View Regional Division
Black Gold Regional Division
Edmonton Catholic Schools
Edmonton Public Schools
Elk Island Catholic Separate Regional Division
Elk Island Public Schools
Evergreen Catholic Separate Regional Division
Fort McMurray Public Schools
Fort McMurray Catholic Schools
Grande Yellowhead Public School Division
Greater St. Albert Catholic Regional Division

Living Waters Catholic Regional Division
Northern Gateway Regional Division
Parkland School Division
Pembina Hills Regional Division
St. Albert Public Schools
St. Thomas Aquinas Roman Catholic Schools
Sturgeon School Division
First Nations Schools
Private Schools
Charter Schools

The region includes:
Eighteen school divisions, seventy-two private/charter schools, sixteen First Nations
schools, nine First Nations Educational Authorities and covers a vast geographical area. Of
the 35,000 teachers in Alberta, ERLC serves over one-third of the population.
Ongoing consultation with our education stakeholders continues with numerous
opportunities to work with Alberta Education in relation to “support for implementation”
grants. The ERLC provided provincial leadership for Alberta Regional PD Consortia grants
for: French language professional development project, Inclusive Education community of
practice, FNMI PD modules, Literacy for All pilot project and a wide variety of online PD
resources including Erik Carter and Caroline Musselwhite videos and learning guides, Early
learning project with Edmonton Catholic Schools, FNMI literacy videos, Math PD resources
including a poster distributed provincially and math online demo courses.
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PART V: TRENDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
PRIORITY
IMPROVEMENT AREAS
from 2012-2013
Less of

TRENDS

PRIORITY IMPROVEMENT
AREAS for 2013–2014

More of
Anticipated Impact of

Disconnected initiatives

In person, stand alone,
face to face learning
opportunities

Travelling to professional
learning, requiring supply
teacher time

Lack of implementation
planning

Questions about value of
consortium model

Masses attending
professional learning

“Connected dots”, e.g.,
collaborating to provide service
in multiple ways with multiple
partners based on multiple
initiatives- including both
regional and provincial
approaches towards a more
coordinated, collaborative and
comprehensive model of
professional learning in Alberta
Blend of “in person”
strategic/catalyst and online
learning opportunities to extend
learning pre and post in person
sessions
Access of online learning
opportunities to support job
embedded and personalized
learning
Support for use of a Guide to
Support Implementation:
Essential Conditions for the
purposes of creating
comprehensive
implementation plans
Communication of efforts to
support and report on impact of
professional learning on
teacher capacity
Supporting teacher leaders,
instructional leaders/coaches,
learning coaches so they can
share learning with others

System coherence, support for
teacher capacity, less teacher
workload

Depth of learning, enhanced
continuous support for
professional growth
System cost savings, school
site learning and collaboration
opportunities around “made in
Alberta” materials, increased
cost for consortium
Ability to measure impact
based on systems
development of a
comprehensive
implementation plan
Role clarification, financial
stability, consortium model
viewed as cost effective and
value added
System leadership developed
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PART VI: REGIONAL CONSULTATION

Early Learning
Advisory Committee

Math Advisory Committee

ERLC’s work is based on consultation with
leaders from Zone 3, e.g. Teacher leaders,
Consultants, Curriculum Coordinators.

K&E Advisory Committee

Representation at Advisory Committee
meetings is one example of groups that the
ERLC dialogues with.

Literacy Advisory Committee

CTS Advisory Committee
Technology Integration
Advisory Committee

2012-2013 Advisory Committees – previous meeting agendas and summaries posted
online.












AISI
CTS
Early Learning
English Language Learners
First Nations, Métis & Inuit (FNMI)
French
Knowledge and Employability
Inclusive Education
Literacy/English Language Arts
Mathematics
Technology Integration
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We talked at our grade level PLC meetings about what we learned and how we could implement
some of the iPad ideas in our classrooms. We decided to do our recognition assemblies differently
because of things we saw at the school we went to.
Pembina Hills, Teacher

Front page of ERLC’s new website
www.erlc.ca

This was by far one of the best PD sessions that my colleagues and I have attended. We piloted
what we learned after Spring Break and will hit the ground running in the Fall.
Session Participant
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PART VII: PARTICIPATION RATES 2012-2013
The ERLC is a leading professional development provider and enjoys the support of
jurisdictions in the region in addressing emerging needs and providing learning
opportunities accessible for all.
Alberta Regional Professional Development Consortia (ARPDC) is the collective
voice of regional consortium and includes the 7 Executive Directors of regional
consortia.
In order to be consistent in determining participation rates among consortia, ARPDC
Executive Directors have developed a PD counting model. The guidelines used by the 7
consortia are:






Half day and full day sessions count as one day. (The time to organize a full day
or half day session is the same.)
Each day of a series counts as one day of PD. Participant numbers are counted
for each day.
Conference over multiple days: each day counts as a day of PD, regardless of
the number of contracts and presenters.
Conference with multiple sessions in one day still counts as one day.
Webinars are counted as “one day” due to the time to train facilitators, moderate
sessions, develop conversation guides and post archives.

There is agreement that some ARPDC events are offered provincially but include the work
and support of each region in advertising and promoting the session. Some areas of the
province are more suitable to host provincial events. Tracking regional numbers that attend
a provincial event in another region are included in ERLC numbers.


There is a need to determine how to “count” access to online materials (e.g. wiki
pages, moodle courses, downloads of videos and learning guides.) There is an
increase in the development of online “PD resources” and most often these numbers
are not represented in total counts for how teachers access ERLC.

ERLC.ca
YEAR

InclusiveEducationPDResources.ca
PAGE VIEWS VISITORS

YEAR

PAGE VIEWS VISITORS

2010-2011 224,729

80,672

2011-2012 25,238

11,034

2011-2012 260,770

91,526

2012-2013 57,926

24,697

2012-2013 279,358

96,550

Totals:

268,748

Totals:

35,731

764,857

83,164

Siobhan Murphy, ERLC Literacy Consultant’s session provided clarity around the LLI kit and the
opportunity for practitioners to ask questions to refine their practice. A specific example of the impact
of Siobhan’s session is a school that has embraced Leveled Literacy as a school wide reading
intervention. Under the guidance of the learning coach/LAC teacher a many staff members have been
trained in LLI and facilitate intervention groups. They have valued Siobhan’s coaching and support
Fort McMurray Public, District Leader
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ERLC Regional Learning
Opportunities

# of Learning
Opportunities

Number of Participants
Face to
Face /
In Person

Attending via
Technology

Total
Participants

41

445

162

607

366

10,810

991

11,801

1,153

12,408

919
94
327
30
Unique Visitors
66,140

919
378
327
42
Unique Visitors
66,140

58,366

58,366

952

952

7114
133,942

7114
134,238

A. Learning Opportunities
Advisory Committee
Meetings
PD Learning Opportunities

Subtotal
407
11,255
B. Technology Mediated Learning Opportunities
Synchronous (real time)
Webinars
34
Video Conferences
26 (58 sites)
284
Webcasts
1 (9 sites)
Skype Meetings
10
12
Asynchronous (online)
Page Views
Wiki Pages
461
129,329
Learning Portal-Moodle
3
Courses
Community of Practice,
1
NING
Videos/Learning Guides
94
8961
Subtotal
630
138,586
C. District Delivered Learning Opportunities
Consortium Regional Teams
(Math, Technology, Literacy )

110

1,491

-

1,491

-

24,841

-

24,841

26,332

-

26,332

11

300

250

550

3

801

-

801

3
17
# of Learning
Opportunities

404
1,505

250

404
1,755
Total
Participants

PD Leadership Capacity

Subtotal
110
D. Fee for Service Learning Opportunities
Northern Tier
Shaping the Future-Ever
Active
CASS/Conference, Pre-Conf.
Subtotal

TOTALS
Yearly Comparison*
Not including online
archives
Total Events
Total Participants

1,164

07-08
650
19,605

08-09
841
27,127

174,733

09-10
731
34,699

10-11
675
39,890

11-12
670
36,517

12-13
1,164
174,733
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ERLC Participant Numbers by School Authority
2012-2013
FMP
EPS
15%
(36%)

4%
(2%)

GY
2% FMP
(3%) 5%
2%) EVC

STA
1%
(1%)

1%
PH
(1%)
4%
(3%)

EIP
3%
(9%)

LW
1%
(1%)

AV
1%
(2%)

SSD
2%
(2%)

EIC
PSD 2%
4% (4%)
(5%)
NG
2%
(3%)
Other
37%

ECS
6%
SAC (14%)
2%
BG (4%)
4%
(5%)

SAP
3%
(3%)

Legend:

% attending ERLC workshops
(% teachers in ERLC region)
Other includes: Alberta Education, University of Alberta and other Alberta School
Authorities
Analysis:
ERLC has had a very successful year in terms of the participation of adult learners. Many
districts have determined how to best make use of the consortia model to support and
complement their districts professional learning programming.

As a district we plan to expand and build capacity with our teachers. With Inspiring Education we
recognize the importance of engaging our students in project based learning and cross curricular
connections. Completing the Project Based Learning course provided through ERLC will help us
continue to build our expertise in this area.
Elk Island Catholic Schools, District Leader
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PART VIII: ERLC GOAL RESULTS
Alberta Education and education stakeholders determined a common reporting process (i.e.
goals, outcomes, and measures) for consortia following the 2005 assessment of consortia.
Consortia are to use district survey and participant survey data to determine effectiveness
based on 6 common goals. The ERLC Board has determined rating expectations. See
Appendix B for survey data.

RATING POSSIBILITIES
Exceeded Expectations: Targets achieved at least 90 percent of the time
Met Expectations: Targets achieved between 80 – 89 percent of the time
Below Expectations : Targets achieved less than 80 percent of the time
Undecided and Not Applicable answers were calculated into the agree category of the
survey results.

As a result of this work, teachers are much more aware of the cognitive expectations and many have
refocused their formative assessments to develop the higher cognitive levels. Throughout these
workshops, teachers have had multiple opportunities to re-read the programs of studies using the cognitive
expectations as a filter. As a result, teachers can appropriately apply different ways of thinking and doing
to different concepts as appropriate. A few teachers are using peer feedback, question deconstruction and
other strategies (RAFT projects) to help students understand what is expected. Our goal was also to
ensure EIPS teachers offer a balanced assessment approach in their classes.
Elk Island Public Schools, Curriculum Coordinator

With the Laura Lipton In-services “Got Data, Now What?”, we were able to share with our schools a more
productive way to organize their PLC meetings, ensuring that they are working at improving their practice
by examining actual student work.
As we continue on the road of transition in education, we see the importance of having structures in place
which supports our evolving capacity. The more capacity we build, the more demand there is from our
teachers to work collaboratively. The ERLC model of developing capacity through leadership in-servicing
and those teacher leaders sharing the learning back in their district helping to develop capacity. We are
better as a series of minds, than as an individuals working in isolation.
Evergreen Catholic Separate Regional Division, District Leader
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Goal 1 The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:
Facilitate professional development which supports the effective implementation of:
1.
2.
3.

The Alberta Education Business Plan
Jurisdiction and school educational plans
Regional School Council priorities

Outcomes

Metrics

ERLC offerings align with needs identified
through stakeholder planning documents
and consultations

 Survey of educational stakeholders
(district contacts)
 Summary
of
session
evaluations
completed by PD participants

Rating

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal has
exceeded expectations and the trend is consistent

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts who agree that
PD offerings align with needs identified in
their plans
Percentage of district contacts that shared
overall satisfaction with ERLC

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments:
Zone 3 district leaders meet to provide advice and direction to ERLC around Professional
Learning design and focus. Direction is based on teachers’ identified needs, district goals,
Alberta Education grant deliverables and knowledge of promising instructional and
assessment practices for the Alberta context. District Contact meeting summaries available
and a story about regional consultation represents responsiveness.
Districts’ identified areas of focus for 2012-2013: Inclusive Education, Literacy, Leadership
and Learning/Instructional Coaching, Quality Teaching (Innovative Instruction), Technology
Integration, Project Based, Critical Thinking, Assessment, Mathematics and online PD
resources development.
Grants from Alberta Education to support implementation will subsidize PD design and
delivery. Programs shared at ERLC Programs & Sessions (see archived sessions for
complete listing for 2012-2013.)
PD resources development increased and aligned with the Alberta context. Professional
Learning opportunities planned and delivered addressed the areas of focus school
authorities are identified.
I learned about UDL and how to actually have practical strategies to do inclusion where all
students benefit and can excel. It has totally changed my philosophy of teaching and
inclusion.
Pembina Hills, Participant
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High School Mathematics Implementation & Distributed Learning
An online Math Symposium was held on January 29, 2013 using webinars to distribute the
learning. This was a collaborative activity of all ARPDC regional consortia and was
available to teachers across the province. Four time blocks of approximately 45 minutes
were scheduled throughout the day with a choice of five to six sessions in both English and
French at each time slot. Two hundred and fourteen math teachers participated. Archives
are posted at: http://learning.arpdc.ab.ca/course/view.php?id=220

Other distributed learning opportunities include high school mathematics demonstration
classes, which can be accessed from the ARPDC Learning Portal (moodle) at
http://learning.arpdc.ab.ca/. The discussion forums in the moodle classes have allowed
teachers from across the province to share ideas and work collaboratively, as well as
facilitate professional learning without teachers having to leave their school.
Using PD leadership capacity, we were able to continue our work on establishing and using high
level math diagnostics to help us understand the difference between math and numeracy.
Teachers have a better understanding of the importance of early numeracy, and interventions for
those students who are falling behind in their understandings. This has lead to many hours of
collaboration between staff to further students' in the learning.
Greater St. Albert Catholic, Math Implementation Consultant

Opportunities to consult with district leaders are facilitated by multiple meetings.
Conversations identify program plans and direction.
For the year 2012/2013 the School administrators of Living Waters CRD No. 42 decided to focus on
building strong teaching teams within the school.
The workshop was very engaging. Laura explained the why and how of the activities she took us
through, and discussed how and when to use various techniques for improving the work and
effectiveness of professional teams.
The results of the workshop were amazing! The admin teams almost immediately went back to their
schools and began implementing the strategies we had been exposed to with Laura. The school
staff meetings, changed from a focus on administrative detail to a focus on building teams to
achieve the outcomes of the School Plans for improvement.
Living Waters
ANNUAL REPORT 2012 | 2013
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Goal 2 The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:
Facilitate professional development which supports the effective implementation of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Curricula, including instruction
Assessment
Resources
Student learning outcomes

Outcomes

Metrics

ERLC facilitated PD supports, effective
implementation of curricula (inclusive of
assessment and instruction), and student
learning outcomes

 Survey of educational stakeholders
 Session evaluations
 Summary from Alberta Education
designated leads

Rating

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal
has exceeded expectations and the trend is consistent

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts
satisfied that ERLC-facilitated PD
supports effective implementation of
curricula.
Percentage of PD program
participants satisfied that they are
able to apply the information learned
in their classroom

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

100%

100%

100%

100%

94%

94%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments
Alberta Education continues to provide grant funding to support implementation of various
curriculum areas. The Implementation support grant report provides detailed information of
the work completed and is available on the ERLC website via the annual reports and results
section. Regional Advisory Committee meetings provide guidance, direction and dialogue
around program planning and implementation strategies. Meeting agendas and summaries
are available at http://www.erlc.ca/programs/advisory_committee.php
ERLC district contacts requested that we “connect the dots” amongst various initiatives that
support building an inclusive environment. As a result of various grants to support
implementation from Alberta Education and a requirement to explore ways to distribute
learning the Inclusive Education – Support for Implementation website was developed. The
intent of this website is to provide a variety of accessible learning opportunities to support
implementation of an inclusive learning environment. (e.g. Collaborating with Parents,
Collaborative Practices, Differentiated Instruction, Early Learning, English Language
Learners and English as a Second Language (ESL), First Nations, Métis and Inuit (FNMI),
Learning Coaches, Literacy, Positive Behaviour Support, Response to Intervention (RTI),
School Leadership and Inclusion, and Universal Design for Learning (UDL).)
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Distributing Professional Learning –
Accessing learning from any place, any time and at your own pace.

Inclusive Education: Support for
Implementation:
http://www.inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca/

ARPDC Learning Portal (Moodle)
http://learning.arpdc.ab.ca/
ERLC facilitated three courses last year:


Math 30-1, 30-2 and 30-C (i.e. 3
seconded high school math
teachers .25 FTE each) and maintained
the 20 and 30 level courses developed
previously

I have shared with our collaborative group on PD Day and have shared as a mentor as well with my
student teacher.
Pembina Hills, Teacher Leader
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PD Resources on the
ERLC website
http://www.erlc.ca/res
ources/

Professional Development Resources are intended to support opportunities to “continue the
conversation” and for job embedded access to sustained learning with respect to various
selected learning opportunities. During the 2012-2013 year multiple videos were produced
in multiple formats. Most include learning guides to assist continued conversations and job
embedded learning (sample learning guide). All materials on the site are aligned with
Alberta program of studies, and were developed by Alberta educators based on grant
dollars and are intended to support implementation for job embedded and personalized use.
ERLC Reporting
Tracking learning opportunities developed and accessed is ongoing. A locally developed
reporting tool gathers data about Learning Opportunities – both face to face and online.
Tracking how many people explore the site also provides data useful for planning and
reporting purposes.
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Goal 3 The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:
Coordinate, broker, and act as a referral centre to assist stakeholders’ access to
available professional development resources
Outcomes
The ERLC coordination, brokering and
referral services are responsive to
stakeholder needs
Rating

Metrics
Survey of educational stakeholders
contacts

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal has
exceeded expectations

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts that
agree that the coordinating, brokering
and/or referral services were effective
in helping them access PD resources

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

90.9%

100%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments
ERLC collaborated with a wide variety of contacts to support a more coordinated,
collaborative professional learning design.



Alberta Assessment Consortium
Alberta Health Services



Alberta Teachers’ Association
o

Special Education Council

o

Math Council

o

FNMI Council

o

Le Conseil français

Partnered with Parkland School Authority



Alberta School Councils’ Association



Alberta Sport, Rec, Parks & Wildlife Foundation



Alberta Technology Leaders in Education



College of Alberta School Superintendents



North Central Teachers’ Convention of Alberta



Pearson Canada



Sports Medicine Council of Alberta



University of Alberta – Faculty of Education



ERLC School Districts Focused partnerships hosted at
district school sites but open for all to attend.
o
ATA Greater Black Gold Institute Day (November 1, 2012)

ATLE Convergence 2012 PreConference on November 14, 2012
(Technology Integration focus)
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o
o
o
o

Edmonton Catholic and Edmonton Public Schools (e.g. CTS Day on January
30, 2013)
Fort McMurray Catholic and Fort McMurray Public Schools (February 1,
2013)
Grande Yellowhead Public School Division (e.g. FNMI Camp)
Parkland School Division (FNMI and Technology Integration sessions)

Goal 4 The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:
Deliver professional development based on the identification and emerging needs of
educational stakeholders
Outcomes
The ERLC programs met the identified
and emerging needs of educational
Stakeholders

Rating

Metrics
 Survey of educational stakeholders
/workshop register
 Qualitative measures (descriptions and
testimonials)

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal is
exceeded expectations and the trend is consistent.

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts satisfied
that the programs met their identified
and emerging needs

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

100%

100%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments
ERLC plans learning opportunities based on advice from our region including feedback from
Advisory Committees, District Curriculum Coordinators, session participants, the ERLC
Board of Directors and other education stakeholders. We strive to collaborate with as many
groups as possible to be an effective “Partners in adult learning for students’ sake”.
Programs are based on the most up-to-date PD literature as well as Alberta resources such
as the A Guide to Comprehensive Professional Development Planning and A Guide to
Support Implementation: Essential Conditions.
Programs are developed to meet identified regional needs. The following emerging needs
for 2012 - 2013 have been identified by districts within the ERLC region:







Inclusive Education
Literacy
Leadership and Learning/Instructional
Coaching
Quality Teaching
Mathematics
PD Resources

Participants have more choice in accessing
learning opportunities represented in this ARPDC
story and short video showing the various
methods of adult learning created by ERLC.

Innovative Instruction
iPad session with Danny Maas
from Edmonton Catholic Schools
Innovative Instruction
iPad session with Danny Maas
from Edmonton Catholic Schools
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Goal 5 The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:
Promote and support the development of professional development (PD) leadership
capacity
Outcomes

Metrics

The
ERLC
contributes
to
the
development of PD leadership capacity

 Survey of educational stakeholders
 Qualitative measures (descriptions and
testimonials)

Rating

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal
exceeded expectations and the trend is consistent

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts
satisfied that the efforts of the
ERLC contribute to development
of professional development
leadership capacity

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

95%

100%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments





The region has defined “professional development leadership capacity” as the
support provided to teacher leaders (e.g. instructional coaches, learning coaches)
who will teach others.
PD Leadership Capacity is intended to support sustainable, job/district
embedded, implementation by developing capacity of teacher/school/district
leaders/coaches.
Curriculum facilitators and teacher/school/district leaders learn about
curriculum/initiative changes (e.g., by attending ERLC sessions) and then return to
their districts to share with others.
Created professional development materials to support increased PD leadership
capacity. Please visit PD resources at http://www.erlc.ca/resources and
http://www.inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca/learning-coaches/ to access online
resources, including specific resources to support the development of coaching
skills.

I was pleased to be able to attend the three day session with Dr. Ross Greene. This session
challenged participants to reflect on their own past and current practices. It pushed us to think
further than behavior management and more toward building on the skills set of children. I certainly
appreciate his insistence on ensuring the child is part of the solution. His model of collaborative
problem solving may take time to implement, but the rewards are well worth the effort.
Living Waters, Teacher
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Strengthening Inclusive and Instructional Practices – Learning Coaches Conference Fall 2012
 Wiki - Strengthening Inclusive and Instruction Practices
 Videos – Literacy and Numeracy Content Coaching

A team from our division attended the Google Apps for Education Summit coordinated by ERLC. Various
perspectives were represented as part of our contingent: teachers, school administrators, IT department,
and educational technology consultant. All individuals walked away from the event having drank the
Google “kool-aid”; there was both a solid base of understanding and hunger to learn more so that Google
Apps would be meaningful to teachers and students.
Several weeks after the Summit, teachers were asked to express their ideas on how their experience
could translate into something meaningful and sustainable for both their classrooms and the division.
Ideas were originally shared in a Google Doc. After meeting as a group to debrief further, participants not
only suggested practical ideas in how to move forward, but they also volunteered themselves to offer
support to their colleagues as Sturgeon School Division continues in the journey with Google Apps for
Education.
As a result, a school in the division hosted a day of professional development dedicated to Google Apps.
Some of the summit participants became key individuals in the planning process; others delivered
sessions to teachers about the features and opportunities that Google Apps offers to teaching and
learning. Looking forward, these individuals will be key individuals in leading and supporting the effective
use of technology in teaching and learning.
Sturgeon, District Leader
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Goal 6

The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium will:

Provide stakeholders with access to professional development at a reasonable cost
and good value for the grant dollars provided.
Outcomes

Metrics

The
ERLC
provides
professional
development at a reasonable cost. The
ERLC offers professional development on
an overall cost recovery basis

 Survey of stakeholders’ contacts
 Qualitative measures financial records

Rating

Exceeded Expectations, the overall achievement rating for this goal
exceeded expectations and the trend is consistent

Results
Performance Measure
Percentage of district contacts that
were satisfied that ERLC provided
services at a reasonable cost
Percentage of program participants
that are satisfied ERLC services are
provided at a reasonable rate
Percentage of district contacts that
are satisfied that ERLC provides
good value for the grant dollars with
which they were provided to support
implementation of curricula

Result
10-11

Result
11-12

Result
12-13

Target
13-14

100%

100%

100%

100%

95%

98%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Progress and Accomplishments





Continued to provide requested and strategic service at a reasonable rate while
providing good value to the stakeholders and participants.
Increased its programs, specifically using on-site resources. This resulted in increased
costs for technical support and staffing requirements for ERLC and reduced costs for
school authorities to access learning. Financial management and cost recovery
approaches will continue to be developed to offset cost of services.
Delivered learning opportunities using technology (e.g. webinar, webcasts, video
development) requires greater preparation, organization, technical support and
equipment testing on the part of organizers.

Attending the literacy advisory committee meetings is a great way to familiarize yourself with the
different districts and their initiatives. You learn so much about different programs, approaches,
etc. to support Literacy learning and teacher capacity.
Pembina Hills, Literacy District Teacher Representative
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How to Make the Best Use of ERLC – Cost Effective Delivery of Learning
Opportunities
As the ERLC mission is Partners in adult learning for students' sake, we strive to
develop collaborative opportunities for the entire region. Three examples:


ATA Greater Black Gold Teachers Local No. 8 Institute Day is organized by
volunteer teacher leaders from both Black Gold and St. Thomas Aquinas districts.
This year we had the opportunity to partner with the ATA institute planning
committee. As requested by the committee, over 20 full day sessions were offered
and subsidized as a result of grants from Alberta Education to support
implementation.



Fort McMurray Public and Catholic School authorities hosted a Joint Learning Day.
As requested by the districts, ERLC has supported the organization of this event for
the last 5 years. This year 23 full day sessions were offered on February 1st for the
500 teachers from both districts. As well as resources that both districts contribute,
most of which are subsidized as a result of grant from Alberta Education to support
implementation and are available to the entire ERLC region.



Career and Technology Studies: Pathways to Possibilities, models a collaborative
venture initiated at an ERLC advisory committee meeting. Edmonton Public and
Edmonton Catholic Schools initiated this day of learning and involved ERLC in
supporting logistics and coordination. As a result of this partnership the entire
region can access this learning opportunity. In January 2013, 143 teachers
participated from 7 districts in the region, the fourth year of this collaborative
venture.

Grande Yellowhead Public Schools in partnership with the Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium,
(ERLC), enabled GYPSD to access a wide variety of speakers and increase the participant audience
beyond GYPSD to host an immersion FNMI Camp -“Bringing Education to Culture”.

Different perspectives were shared by the forty-two participants regarding program
enhancement and infusion of the FNMI culture within classrooms. These conversations will
help to build the “ethical space” envisioned by Ermine (2000) that will bring about deeper
understanding of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures alike and make possible stronger
relationships between us.
The relationship building amongst different school authorities created professional
networking opportunities and sharing friend-ships; some as far away as Tall Cree School,
Fort Vermillion and Lloydminster.
Grande Yellowhead, District Leader
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PART IX: FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

PART IX: FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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APPENDIX A: 2012-2013 ERLC ADVISORY COMMITTEE WEB PAGE
Advisory Committees provide collaborative opportunities for input and direction for ERLC professional
development programs and plans. They address consortia goals specific to implementation support, leadership
capacity and addressing emerging needs.
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APPENDIX B: ERLC DISTRICT CONTACT SURVEY
SA

A

1. The Consortium was effective in helping
64.7% 29.4%
us address professional development needs
11
5
identified in our planning documents.

U

D

SD

NA Responses

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0
0
0

17

76.5% 17.6%
13
3

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0
0
0

17

3. The Consortium's coordinating, brokering
and/or referral services were effective in
70.6% 17.6%
helping us access professional development 12
3
resources.

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 5.9%
0
0
1

17

4. The Consortium was effective in helping
us meet emerging professional development 64.7% 23.5%
needs, outside of those identified in our
11
4
planning documents.

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 5.9%
0
0
1

17

5. The Consortium has contributed to the
development of professional development
leadership capacity within my organization
70.6% 23.5%
through such regional opportunities as math
12
4
curriculum facilitators/leaders and
professional development leadership
capacity support.

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0
0
0

17

2. Professional development facilitated by
the Consortium supported effective
implementation of curricula.

6. Consortium services are provided at a
reasonable cost.

82.4%
14

5.9%
1

11.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2
0
0
0

7. The Consortium provided good value for
88.2%
the grant dollars they were provided to
15
support implementation of curricula.

5.9%
1

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0
0
0

17

76.5% 17.6%
13
3

5.9%
1

0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0
0
0

17

8. Overall, I was satisfied with the services
provided by the Consortium.

17

Survey Comments:
Thank you for your work. As a team you are so skilled at listening and responding to needs.
Thank-you to the staff at ERLC for the work that you do. It is truly appreciated!
My hat goes off to the ERLC team. Without your continued support, small boards would be in a very
difficult position to provide their teachers with PD of the quality that are provided by ERLC.
The ERLC team is collaborative and flexible and always looking for creative ways to meet our
professional development needs and ways to build capacity.
Thank you for continuing to support the Fort McMurray region with on-site professional development
(either virtually or actually). This provides us with services that would otherwise be inaccessible to us.
ERLC's continued response to our needs remains one of the important contributors to quality
education for our students.
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APPENDIX B: ERLC DISTRICT CONTACT SURVEY
Given budget cuts, the cost to attend ERLC pd workshops is overall, not a problem. The bigger issue
is paying for substitute teacher costs and this will be an issue in the upcoming year. We appreciate
the effort of the consortia over the past several years. You have provided tremendous pd support for
teachers, in a way that our jurisdiction could not do.
Over the past eight years, our division has been introduced to many initiatives, that we have
implemented, through the ERLC. It has been extremely cost effective for a small division like ours
especially when compared with private pd providers that sponsor sessions throughout the province.
We know that every dollar is being fully utilized for pd services.
As always, the ERLC is invaluable to small districts such as ours. The calibre of the pd offered is
something that we do not have the funds to provide. I especially appreciate the flexibility that is shown
and having the mechanism to put forth our needs through the advisory committees. These committees
are also a forum where we are able to share ideas and this is so helpful, especially for smaller districts
that might only have 1 curriculum coordinator. Val Olekshy and the ERLC team bend over backwards
to provide service to the 18 districts in the region. The team is willing to listen to different ideas and to
try to make these happen. The team likes to think outside the box, and for that we are grateful.





When developing sessions for teachers and leaders, the question is asked by Central Office is
“how to we Laura Lipton this?”
Because Central Office staff has used these strategies so extensively and effectively, school
leaders are using the same strategies with school staff
Staff who are using Laura’s strategies are more prepared, enthusiastic and engaged in their
delivery. They are confident that adult learning will take place because the strategies are
designed to differentiate for the adult learner.
Fort McMurray Public, District Leader

I think I am a much better teacher as I have learned how to provide hands on, meaningful, and engaging
activities for my students. Working with other people has made me a better coach and I believe it was a
critical element in the school division choosing to have me take on a new role of coaching next school
year.
Pembina Hills, Teacher
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP

Coordinated, Collaborative, Comprehensive
Provincial Professional
Development Leadership
Alberta Regional Professional Development Consortia (ARPDC) is the collective voice of the seven
regional consortia. We believe that by facilitating adult learning opportunities, we increase human
capital, positively impacting students. The ARPDC is representative of the collective work of the
regional Executive Directors and their teams, who report to their respective boards and provide service
to school authorities in a region or for a group of school authorities assigned.
During 2012-2013, ARPDC took a leadership role in many provincial initiatives based on direction and
grant deliverables provided by Alberta Education. ARPDC provides in-person, as well as synchronous
and asynchronous, technology-mediated learning opportunities to support adult learning, relying on
consultation from the region to ensure Professional Development (PD) program designs support
participants and school authorities’ context. Programs are based on our knowledge and expertise of
effective professional learning design and delivery, aligned with the Alberta Programs of study and are
research sound. In 2012-2013, besides regional PD delivery and implementation support work, the
following provincial activities occurred:


Provincial Pilot Projects / Communities of Practice

 Provincial Projects
 Provincial Conferences
 Technology-mediated Learning Opportunities
The information that follows includes a reporting of the provincial work/input, output, lessons learned
and implications for the future of PD design, delivery and implementation support in Alberta.
Provincial Pilot Projects / Communities of Practice
Alberta Education initiates pilot projects to build teacher/district capacity or to evaluate the effectiveness
of specific strategies or resources. During pilot projects, the lead regional consortium works
collaboratively with Alberta Education and identified jurisdictions. Pilot project deliverables may include
design and organization of meetings, professional learning opportunities, administering contracts and
communities of practice for individuals participating in the project as well as disbursement of funds to
support the pilot project work. All planning becomes a joint effort of Alberta Education and the lead
consortium to support pilot participants/school authorities involvement. Some pilot projects used
technology to distribute learning.
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
In 2012-2013, Pilot Projects included:

Early Learning – Early Years Evaluation
1 learning opportunity
55 participants in person
1 wiki space created
271 unique views /566 hits
CARC
Lead

High School Flexibility
5 learning opportunities
497 participants in person
CARC
Lead

Literacy for All – Community of Practice
21 learning opportunities
385 participants in person and online
83 registered users
12 webinars — 198 participants
1 wiki space created — 21,103 unique visitors;
32,742 page views; 6 podcasts
7 videos created to share promising practices
based on participants’ learning and sharing ERLC
Lead
Numeracy for All – Community of Practice
3 learning opportunities
108 participants in person and online
836 Interactions to June 2013
1wiki space created — 25 unique visitors,
8268 page views

CARC
Lead

IEPT Pilot Extension: Logistics arranged for
learning opportunities across the province
30 learning opportunities across the
province - 674 participants in person
3 webinars - 48 participants
ERLC
Lead

Lessons Learned Based on Facilitating Pilot Projects:




Learning stays with the group involved in the pilot.
Having a dedicated facilitator at the consortium level assists all participants.
Pilot project design varies depending on grant resources and deliverables.

Implications for Future Pilot Projects Design:




Identifying ways to share the learning with a broader audience following the pilot.
Encouraging all pilot projects to use technology to connect participants and develop a
community of practice between face-to-face opportunities.
Consideration of analyzing/comparing pilot project models for use in future pilots.
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
Provincial Projects
Alberta Education requests regional consortium to manage PD design for provincial projects. These
projects vary in scope and requirements. Project deliverables can range from setting up a series of
learning opportunities across the province, hiring and coordinating provincial team members, or the
development of various PD delivery designs using technology. Some projects or grants have technical
components like the production of video, development of a website, or the development and
administration of a NING. Project/PD design delivery is to the benefit of all school authorities and
regions in the province.
FNMI PD Project:
3 FNMI Provincial PD Facilitators hired for the purpose of researching, developing and
delivering a variety of FNMI-focused PD throughout the province.
53 learning opportunities — 1729 participants in person
15 advisory team meetings — 203 participants in person
123 project meetings for program planning and development and resource development
FNMI Family, Parent and Community Engagement:
15 regional learning opportunities presented by FNMI Branch, logistics arranged
by each region;
15 learning opportunities in 12 locations with over 452 participants in person
Inclusive Education Community of Practice — NING:
online Community of Practice 952 members in 12 months

NRLC
Lead

LN
Lead
PD Modules
ERLC

ERLC
Lead

AISI Networking Grant
15 networking applications approved, representing 42 districts,
education authorities, charter and private schools involved in a variety
of collaborative partnerships

LN & CPFPP
Leads
Data Driven
Decision Making
ERLC

Consolidation of Technology
21 leadership team meetings between August 2012 and July 2013 with
approximately 80 participants in person (4/meeting)
19 advisory steering committee meetings between September 2012 and June 2013 for
planning and development with approximately 220 participants (12/meeting)

CARC &
CPFPP
Leads
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP

Lessons Learned Based on Facilitating Provincial Projects:


A broad range of PD design and delivery is being developed and offered.



The high cost of the development stage is expending regional consortia infrastructure
and not incorporated into project costs. Additional provincial funding for areas such as
technology integration would increase ARPDC capacity to distribute learning in a variety
of approaches.



Online materials viewed with great potential for job-embedded learning.

Implications for Future Provincial Projects Design:





Continue the wide variety of new approaches to distribute learning. (i.e., video and
learning guide creation, FNMI Provincial Facilitators providing service to school
authorities and band schools, PD module development, Community of Practice on a
NING, digital image creation)
Budget for the resources required to design and record processes for new initiatives for
replication by others. (e.g., knowledge management)
Develop a communication plan to adequately provide awareness and understanding of
use of new PD resources.
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
Provincial Conferences
Alberta Education approaches regional consortium to design and deliver provincial conferences based
on grant funds available to support implementation. Participants can choose to attend with conference
registration costs ranging from no cost to a subsidized fee. Many provincial conferences incorporate
technology to distribute the learning and provide accessibility for attendance.

Online Math Symposium
1 learning opportunity — 23 sites with 214 online participants
Moore v. BC (Education)
ERLC

2 learning opportunities with 187 online participants
Promoting Inclusion, Learning and Meaningful Relationships
2 learning opportunities with 150 participants
Strengthening Inclusive and Instructional Practices: Literacy and Numeracy Content
2 learning opportunities with 500 participants
Support for the Congres 2012: Conseil francais

ERLC

ERLC

CPFPP

4 learning opportunity with 137 participants
ERLC

Teaching Students with Significant Disabilities in Jr and Sr High
2 learning opportunities with 166 online participants

ERLC

Using Technologies to Support Literacy for All Students
ERLC

2 learning opportunities with 386 participants
The Collaborative Problem Solving Approach
1 webcast learning opportunity with 129 participants face to face and 327
participants online; 9 sites
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
Lessons Learned Based on Designing and Delivering Provincial Conferences:


Time to plan and communicate adds to quality of event.



Access increased when technology was used to distribute learning.



Access to materials following the conference increased when technology was used to host
materials online.

Implications for Future Provincial Conferences:


Consider setting dates for provincial conferences the year prior so school authorities can budget
and schedule accordingly.



Consider access to attend via technology such as webcasting or videoconferencing.



Consider follow-up online materials to be developed as part of a comprehensive PD plan to
support job-embedded learning opportunities and individual learning.

Technology-Mediated Learning Opportunities
2012—2013 saw an increase in accessibility of learning opportunities for Alberta educators as a result
of technology tools that facilitate the distribution of learning. Synchronous learning opportunities
provided in-person access via webinars, webcast, and videoconference. Asynchronous learning
opportunities, that participants could access at their own time, pace and place, were provided via video,
wiki spaces, learning portals and a Community of Practice (NING).
ARPDC successfully merged the regional learning management
systems
to
the
new
provincial
Learning
Portal:
http://learning.arpdc.ab.ca/. A provincial Inclusive Education
website provided access points for online learning and a location to
host the videos and learning guides was developed
http://www.inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca. Regional consortium
also developed archived learning materials to support jobembedded learning opportunities as well as allowing for individual access to learning. The joint
licensing agreement for the online webinar platform Blackboard
Collaborate (Elluminate) was extended for two years. Social
networking was introduced with the establishment of a provincial
Community of Practice on NING. The initial steps were also taken to
re-design and align the provincial ARPDC website and each of the
regional sites with the primary intent being accessibility.
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
Synchronous
486 webinars

Webinars

132 meetings
Videoconferences

62 sites

Webcasts

1 host site
9 remote sites

Tweet-Up High School Redesign

16 biweekly Twitter
Conversations
Asynchronous — Online Resources

Wikis:
EYE Project, Math 20-1, Social Studies,
Literacy for All, Numeracy for All, ERLC
PD Resources
Learning Portal



6 wikis

226 courses

Online Community of Practice:
Enhancing Inclusive Environments
January-August 2013
Videos/Learning Guides
Created 2012-2013
Inclusive Education Website

Social Networking
(NING)

Archived Webinars
September 2009-August 2013

1,188 cached webinars
248 cached meetings

10,144 webinar participants
7,747cached views – webinars
3,552 meeting participants
326 cached views - meetings
347 participants in person
106 participants at remote
sites
129 participants at host site
327 participants at remote
sites
355 participants

17,650 unique users, 27,003
hits
123 pages on the wiki
37,061page views
8,139 registered users
241,803 page views
952 participants

59 videos
32 learning guides
24,697 unique users
57,926 page views
31,169 cached webinar hits
1,145 cached meetings hits

Lessons Learned Based on Designing and Delivering Technology-Mediated Learning
Opportunities:
 Teachers and school authority leaders appreciated accessibility and the savings of time
and travel costs when learning opportunities are provided using technology‐ mediated
delivery.
 Teachers and school authority leaders appreciate the creation of learning guides,
discussion guides and other documents to assist educators to use the resources for
embedded or personalized PD.
Implications for Future Delivering Technology-Mediated Learning Opportunities:
 Continue exploration of new and emerging technologies to deliver PD.
 Develop communication plans to adequately provide awareness and understanding of use
of PD resources.
 Evaluate usage and applicability of PD resources annually, to determine continuation or
removal of resources.
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP
Consortia Partnerships
ARPDC, through grants based on our goals and expectations from the ministry, collaborates and
partners with other PD providers and provincial organizations. Over the past year, ARPDC has
established or continued many partnerships with education stakeholders representing board
membership: Alberta Education, CASS, ASBA, ASBOA, ASCA, Post-Secondary and ATA. Also,
ARPDC has partnered with other organizations such as 2Learn, Alberta PD, AAC, TC2, Galileo and
publishing companies. These partnerships have resulted in a variety of learning opportunities such as:
specific events and projects, resource development, innovative programming and logistical support.
For 2012-2013 Fee for Service Partnerships included:
Event

Service Provided

# of Registrants

ATA Specialist Councils:
CTS, MCATA, CF, CARFAC

Registration, Coordination,
Delivery

17 events — 643 registrations

CASS Events

Registration

16 events — 1665 registrations

21st Century Symposium

Registration, Coordination

1 event — 303 registrations

ABED — Provincial FNMI
Professional Development
Strategy

Registration

1 event — 31 registrations

ABED — Supporting Beginning
Teachers

Registration

2 events — 68 registrations

AISCA

Registration, Coordination

3 days — 263 registrations

AISI information sessions

Registration, Coordination,
Webinars

2 days — 1614 registrations
2 webinars — 25 registrations

Association of Administrative
Assistants

Registration

1 event — 48 registrations

ATA Beginning Teacher series

Webinars, Registration

6 events — 65 registrations

ConnectEd Canada Conference

Registration, Event Management

2 days — 828 registrations

IAAP

Registration

1 event — 134 registrations

IV Encuentros de Profesores de
Espanol de Alberta

Registration, Coordination

1 day — 107 registrations

Northern Tier

Registration, Coordination, Event
Management, Delivery

11 events — 550 registrations

Research Conference

Registration

1 event — 54 registrations

Rural Education Sustainability
Symposium

Webcast, Webinar Registration,
Follow-up Survey

1 webcast/webinar site

Shaping the Future

Registration

3 events — 801 registrations
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APPENDIX C: ARPDC PROVINCIAL PD LEADERSHIP

Challenges, Celebrations & Trends in Professional Learning
In recent years, the Alberta Regional Professional Development Consortia (ARPDC) has experienced a
myriad of changes and complexities as they respond to the goals, initiatives and areas of focus of the
Alberta Education Business Plan and the identified professional learning needs of educators and
jurisdictions throughout Alberta. The provincial education vision, and recent trends in education, provide
a road map for consortia to be responsive and work in a collaborative, coordinated manner, continuing
to design and deliver cost-efficient professional learning opportunities to Alberta educators.
We strive to support and prepare educators in Alberta by providing adult learning opportunities
designed to support adult learning for students’ sake. Consortia accept and celebrate these changes
and challenges and have responded by:
•

Researching trends and current developments in the field of education, selecting best practices,
and sharing this information with our stakeholders.

•

Collecting and analyzing data, and utilizing the evidence to collaboratively plan programs
responsive to the needs in each region, yet coordinating provincially, specifically when using
technology.

•

Organizing and supporting coaching cohorts to provide continuous, personalized support to
educators as they enhance/refine their educational practice.

•

Forming partnerships with a variety of PD providers, or brokering presentations on behalf of
regional stakeholder groups.



Hiring, training, and supervising staff involved in regional and provincial projects, such as the
ARPDC FNMI PD Facilitator project.



Leading, modeling and exploring new learning strategies, such as Communities of Practice
(online NING and face-to-face).

The ARPDC shares the vision of Alberta Education and our regional stakeholders to improve the
learning of all teachers and other education stakeholders so they can best support student learning.
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Clarification or additional information about ERLC services & this Annual Report, please contact:
Val Olekshy
Executive Director
Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium
val.olekshy@erlc.ca
This Annual Report can also be viewed on our website at: http://erlc.ca/who/our_history.php
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